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A BSTRACT
The automotive industry is in the strongest competition ever, as this sector gets disrupted by new arising competitors. Providing
services to maximum customer satisfaction will be one of the most crucial competitive advantages in the future. Around 1
Terabyte of objective data is created every hour today. This volume will significantly grow in the future by the increasing number
of connected services within the automotive industry. However, customer satisfaction determination is solely based on subjective
questionnaires today without taking the vast amount of objective sensor and service process data into account. This work presents
an industrial application that fills this lack of research and thus provides a solution with a high practical impact to survive in
the tough competition of the automotive industry. Therefore, the work addresses these fundamental business questions: 1) Can
dissatisfied customers be classified based on data that is produced during every service visit? 2) Can the dissatisfaction indicators
be derived from service process data? A machine learning problem is set up that compared 5 classifiers and analyzed data from
19,008 real service visits from an automotive company. The 105 extracted features were drawn from the most significant available
sources: warranty, diagnostic, dealer system and general vehicle data. The best result for customer dissatisfaction classification
was 88.8% achieved with the SVM classifier (RBF kernel). Furthermore, the 46 most potential indicators for dissatisfaction were
identified by the evolutionary feature selection. Our system was capable of classifying customer dissatisfaction solely based on
the objective data that is generated by almost every service visit. As the amount of these data is continuously growing, we expect
that the presented data-driven approach can achieve even better results in the future with a higher amount of data.

Key Words: Customer satisfaction prediction, Classification models, Data consolidation logic, Automotive industry, Monte
Carlo sampling, Evolutionary feature selection

1. I NTRODUCTION

1 GB in the future created by self-driving cars in every second.[1] Thus, the automotive industry is looking intensively
Every hour, around 1 TB of data is produced by cars and
for methods to handle this vast amount of data and analyze it
dealers within the automotive industry today, growing to
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to secure maximum customer benefit. Increasing perceived
customer satisfaction or, respectively, decreasing dissatisfaction was identified as the number one management target
within the automotive industry.[2, 3] Knowing about dissatisfied customers is vitally important to create competitive leads,
especially in the after-sales sector.[4] For the US service industries, an estimated revenue of 6-8 billion USD is annually
created by automotive after-sales services.[5] Consequently,
the identification of potentially dissatisfied customers, before
the service interaction ends, is of great value to enable proactive actions before the customer actually gets dissatisfied.
A satisfied customer will retain and thus is of great interest
from a business perspective. This is underlined by literature
that shows that the costs for new customer acquisition are
at least double[6] to 5-6 times higher than maintaining the
customer.[7] Studies indicate that profits can be increased by
almost 100% only by retaining 5% of the customers.[8]
Traditionally, customer satisfaction with a dealer visit is assessed by customer surveys using questionnaires after the
customer left the dealer.[2, 9–11] The use of questionnaires
to measure dissatisfaction has several drawbacks. First, the
customer is already dissatisfied at this time as the customerservice interaction is already completed. Second, not every
customer can be assessed as only a little sample of customers
receives a survey. However, for every visit, service and repair
data are produced and can be used for further analysis.[12, 13]
Therefore, the essential question for the automotive industries is: Can dissatisfied customers be classified based on
data that is produced during every service visit?
Beside this customer value, the optimization of processes
based on the knowledge of customer dissatisfaction would
generate huge company benefits. Repair routines could be
improved and potential service failures could be eliminated.
In order to realize this company value, a second question
arises: Can the dissatisfaction indicators be derived from
service process data?
The following literature review aims to identify existing approaches to increase customer satisfaction in the service
industry in general. The use of machine learning techniques
to improve the customer relationship was prevalent especially in the telecommunication business. The prediction of
customer churn, as a consequence of dissatisfaction, using
machine learning algorithms was thereby most prominent.
Datta et al.[14] developed a prediction model for churning
customers in mobile phone services using a cascade neural
network model. Customers that will discontinue using the
cellular phone services were predicted. To predict the time
of churn was the goal by further research.[15] They compared ordinal regression models with survival analysis for
Published by Sciedu Press
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tenure prediction of mobile phone customers whereby the
regression models showed most significant results.
Existing resaerch[16] aimed to develop a propensity-to-churn
score for mobile phone subscribers in Taiwan. They compared various data mining techniques and identified decision
trees as most promising to model churning customers. Predicting latent churn customers was also scope of research.[6]
The authors investigated different techniques to predict customer churn and concluded that support vector machines
(SVM) showed the highest accuracy.
In the health care sector, Yarnold et al.[17] were among the
first who used machine learning techniques to predict overall
patient dissatisfaction. Nonlinear decision trees were used to
classify patient satisfaction based on survey response data of
emergency departments. Sun et al.[18] had the objective to
identify process measures that significantly influence patient
satisfaction in emergency departments. Logistic regression
models were applied based on questionnaire data, patient
characteristics and process measures. Critical features of
satisfaction, such as explanation of diagnostic results, could
be identified. Boudreaux et al.[19] investigated the main
predictors of patient satisfaction in municipal emergency
departments. Their results were based on telephone interview data and sociodemographics of hospital patients that
were analyzed with logistic regression. The findings revealed
the main indicators for overall patient satisfaction like patients perceptions of care and further features. An extensive
overview on the determination of perceived patient satisfaction in the health care sector can be found in literature.[20]
Within the automotive industry, similar approaches were used
for customer recommendations, targeted marketing leads
and customer satisfaction. Mavridou et al.[20] aimed to
improve the car configurator. They used association rules
based on customer choices to create an individualized recommendation system. Chan et al.[21] focused on the product
development process within the automotive industry. They
mapped survey response data from customer studies to design attributes according to customer preferences. Further research investigated the possibilities to create marketing leads
from customer satisfaction, sociodemographic and accounting data.[22] They used the techniques of self-organizing
maps and decision trees for an individualized customer segmentation. In addition, the goal to make customer preferences more transparent is a research area.[23] The authors applied Bayesian Networks solely on survey response data. For
instance individualized pricing or region specific marketing
concepts were derived. Various researches focused on modeling customer satisfaction using vehicle failure data.[12, 24, 25]
They limited their focus on quality and reliability related
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satisfaction and extracted features from warranty data.[12] tential, dissatisfied customers need to be predicted and the
Bandaru et al.[24, 25] used extracted and calculated features indicators for dissatisfaction need to be identified. The large
from service and sales data to model customer satisfaction. amount of data that is produced every day by dealers, customers and cars can be used to achieve this goal.[2, 3]
Models that focus on the automotive industry are
scarce.[10, 12] Machine learning techniques were not applied This work investigates five machine learning approaches for
in order to classify overall dissatisfied customers or to iden- their performance in predicting dissatisfied customers and
tify the most critical indicators based on continuously cre- identifying general indicators for customer dissatisfaction
ated, objective data. Further existing research within the based on objective data. The presented concept can be transarea of artificial intelligence and machine learning is focus- ferred to other service industries, such as the health care
ing on sensor data in order to improve diagnostic proce- sector where the customer satisfaction is an important mandures[26, 27] or enhancing pedestrians, road and traffic sign agement target and sensor data are continuously produced.
detection.[28, 29] Due to the limitations of determining subjective customer satisfaction using questionnaires and the 2. M ETHOD
overall customer satisfaction as a fundamental management This section describes the materials and methods to classify
target in the automotive industry, there is an unmet need for customer dissatisfaction and to identify indicators for cusa system to classify dissatisfied customers from objective, tomer dissatisfaction. First, the necessary data sources are
technical data.[10] Such an approach has not been presented described. Second, the consolidation of the data is presented.
so far as the literature review expressed.
Third, the feature extraction is illustrated. Fourth, the data
Customer satisfaction is one of the most important manage- balancing procedure is shown. Finally, the experimental
rial goals in the automotive industry and helps to increase design to prepare and model the data is explained. The comcompetitive advantages. To address this high revenue po- plete data analysis process is shown as an overview in Figure
1 and will be described in more detail.

Figure 1. Overview about the data sources for the consolidated database, the data balancing procedure, the resulting data
preparation and modeling approaches. The label 0 was used for a satisfied and label 1 for a dissatisfied customer; Service
visit without survey response are represented by X, and the patterns of data deduced from service visits by P.

2.1 Data sources

2.1.1 Warranty data
Warranty claims identify all repairs that are performed and
Since unique identifiers to aggregate all information for each
paid by the automotive company within the warranty period
car are not present, an automated way to consolidate and
or as goodwill.
validate the data on a service visit level was developed. Generally, warranty data, diagnostic data, dealer system data Dealers have to claim for all work they do by using differand general vehicle data have been consolidated. A detailed ent codes. Those codes consider all parts that are replaced,
description of the transfer of information to the automotive mechanical work and the time needed for the several repair
manufacturer’s can be found in literature.[13, 30] The data steps. All this information and the amount of money the
sources, used for labeling and feature extraction are illus- dealer requests is transferred via the claims. An overview of
trated in Figure 1.
the features is given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Overview of the features used for classification, corresponding feature categories and data sources
Feature

Feature
category

Feature description

1

SV_CNT

Amount of service visits per car

2-57
58
59-62
63-65
66-69
70-95
96-104

CHARACS
LENGTH
SOURCE
RR
WGS
DIAG
WTY

General characteristics of the car
Length of stay in workshop per service
Identifier of data sources
Identification of repeat repairs
Description of warranty level of repair
Repair details from diagnostic data
Repair details from warranty data

105

DIFF

Time gap to previous service visit

2.1.2 Diagnostic data
The data transfer of diagnostic protocols is automatically triggered on each service visit caused by an electronic related
defect. The system captures details of the errors (stored as
fault codes) set in the car. Repair plans are derived from these
fault codes and provided to the mechanics. Diagnostic data
comprises the results and errors that are read out from the car
as well as the repair procedure steps. A detailed description
can be found in literature.[13] The features extracted from
this sources are given in Table 1.
2.1.3 Dealer system data
Additional information about dealers’ work is retrieved from
the dealer management systems. Spare parts that were paid
by the customer or regular maintenance information is provided. An overview about different exemplary features from
this source is given in Table 1.

Data sources
Warranty Diagnostic
Dealer system
General vehicle
Warranty Diagnostic
All
Warranty Diagnostic
Warranty
Diagnostic
Warranty
Warranty Diagnostic
Dealer system

Category
information

Exemplary feature

Calculated

Visits = 5

Extracted
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated
Extracted
Extracted
Extracted

Milage = 12,000 miles
Length of stay = two days
Data source = Diagnostic
Warranty repeat repair = true
Warranty stage = Goodwill
Result = Software update
Repair = Engine part replaced

Calculated

Previous visit = 197 days

vey multiple times for different visits. This data source is
needed in order to label the service visits as satisfactory or
dissatisfactory.
2.2 Consolidation and labeling
2.2.1 Data consolidation
In order to analyze the data, the five different data sources
needed to be combined as illustrated in Figure 1. All systems
store the information of a service visit in combination with
the vehicle identification number (VIN) and a timestamp.
However, the timestamp is not unique in all data sources.
There can be multiple timestamps identifying different service visits (e.g. diagnostic readouts differ from warranty
claiming). The data in the warranty and dealer management
system is created manually, the others are automatically produced. This situation yields a biased timestamp. This bias
needed to be integrated into the consolidation logic. A window of 5 days and 50 kilometers was tolerated to consider
the data as one visit. Otherwise a new visit is assumed.

2.1.4 General vehicle data
This data source covers all general car and dealer information
such as car type, extras, power, etc. It is collected after a car The aggregation procedure was split up in three steps and is
is produced and sold to the customer. Examples for these car explained in the following.
characteristics are presented in Table 1.
Step 1: Data sources consolidation
2.1.5 Survey response data
(1) Data sets for all vehicles were extracted from the five
After each service visit the customer may be contacted for
data sources introduced in Section 2.1.
a customer satisfaction survey if he gives the dealer his ap(2) Check all data sources for matching cars (VIN).
proval. The survey is conducted by an external agency that
(3) Vehicles with survey responses were selected.
collects data for the main automotive companies. A random
Step 2: Specified matching
sample of customers is asked to fill out a questionnaire. Thus,
(1) Data sets with identical timestamps and VIN were
a representative set of service visits from all dealers is drawn
matched.
assuming that this sample covers the different perceived qual(2) Vehicles with different timestamps but identical VIN
ity levels of the visits. The sample size is based on various
were transferred to Step 3.
factors like the size of the dealer or the type of customer
(business, private, etc.).
Step 3: Tolerance matching
There are regular maintenance interval visits included as well
as repair incidents. The perceived overall satisfaction with
a service visit is determined. A customer can receive a surPublished by Sciedu Press

(1) Biased timestamps with identical VIN were filtered
and the difference between the timestamps was calculated.
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(2) Vehicles with a difference less than 5 days or 50 kilometers were consolidated into one service visit.
(3) Vehicles that did not fulfill these criteria were considered as separate service visits.

perceived by the customer were calculated, such as repeat
repairs, the length of stay or the time between actual and
previous visit. In total 105 features were extracted for the
analysis and presented in Table 1.

2.2.2 Labeling
Each service visit can be identified with the unique timestamp of the survey and the VIN. The survey design requires
to send out the questionnaire not later than 30 days after
a service visit. Thus, survey data and service visits using
a tolerance window of 30 days were mapped. The overall
satisfaction of the particular customer was considered to be
the class label. The overall satisfaction rate was measured
using a likert scale from 1-5 (where 5 is best). In order to
guarantee a two-class classification problem, the results of
this question have been transferred into a binary coding. Service visits with satisfaction rates of 1 to 3 were identified as
dissatisfactory and labeled with 1 whereas 4 and 5 represent
the service visits of satisfied customers that were labeled with
0. This is a common way of interpretation and presentation
in a management manner.[19]

2.4 Data balancing
Dissatisfied customers were underrepresented in the dataset.
For the analysis, too many patterns about satisfied customers
were included during the learning process. The class imbalance challenge has gained attention previously in research on
machine learning.[31] In the dataset, 5,048 events with label
1 corresponded to 13,960 service visits with label 0. As the
minor group of dissatisfied customers should be classified as
good as possible, strategies to cope with this class imbalance
were needed. Thereby, the probability of False Negatives,
meaning dissatisfied customers were classified as satisfied,
should be reduced to a minimum. Various machine learning
algorithms that do not take class imbalance into account tend
to be biased.[31, 32] In order to increase the performance of the
classification of dissatisfied customers, a random undersampling of the satisfied customers was used.[33] Compared to
alternative solutions, such as cost functions, that was shown
to be an easy and effective procedure.

2.3 Feature extraction
Features were derived from the consolidated and labeled data
sources. In order to provide a holistic overview, the features
were categorized as presented in Table 1. Generally, the features provide an encompassing view about the service visits
of the car. Technical information such as the repair cause,
repair results, affected parts or general vehicle characteristics
were included. Furthermore, features that may potentially be

In order to achieve equal populations of the two classes, a
selection probability of roughly 36.1% within the satisfied
customer group was needed to achieve a subsample of 5,048
observations. Thereby, an optimal population of car owners
whose satisfaction level changed from satisfied to dissatisfied
within a service history has been generated.

Figure 2. Overview about the two data preparation schemes illustrated by one exemplary car
2.5 Experimental design
The experimental design of this study contained two data
preparation schemes: Individual and aggregated data. Three
modeling approaches were used: Basic scoring, basic scor84

ing with evolutionary feature selection and a Monte Carlo
scoring. The two data preparation schemes aimed to provide
insight into whether the performance of the classification can
be increased by considering the individual service visits or
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combining them as a history of events. The three modeling
approaches addressed the question about the derivation of
potential indicators of dissatisfaction. In the experimental
design five classifiers were compared using different parameter settings: AdaBoost, k nearest neighbor (kNN), SVM
with linear and RBF-kernel and Random Forest. These five
classifiers were chosen as they were evaluated to be suited
as state-of-the-art classifiers for industrial applications.[34]

features. Furthermore, features can interchange within the
individual feature sets with the probability of pc = 0.50. One
of the five feature sets will result in the highest accuracy and
remain for the next iteration. If the accuracy of one of the
new feature sets is better than before, the algorithm proceeds
to the next iteration. Once there was no improvement over
10 iterations, an early stopping rule was applied and the final
subset of features was reported.

2.5.1 Data preparation schemes
Two different data preparation schemes consisting of individual and aggregated data were applied. Individual data means
that training and scoring was based on the original longitudinal data structure of cars and service visits. Consequently,
the dataset consisted of multiple dealer visits per car. This
approach is typically used today to analyze survey results.

A Monte Carlo resampling approach was conducted in order
to evaluate the classification variances of the applied predictions. Thereby, 500 random subsamples, each consisting of
1,000 balanced observations (500 satisfied and 500 dissatisfied customers), were drawn and evaluated using the grid
search from the basic scoring approach. In each iteration
the respective classification results and parameter sets were
stored.

Aggregated data means, that all service visits of one customer
(represented by the VIN) that remain the customer as satisfied were aggregated to one observation. Means were used
for numeric features and modes for categorical features. The
following, second record identified the visit that is labeled as
dissatisfactory if available.
An exemplary overview on one car, its general characteristics
and the corresponding service visits is given in Figure 2. The
figure illustrates the two data preparation schemes.
2.5.2 Modeling approaches
The three benchmarked modeling approaches were: Basic
scoring, basic scoring with evolutionary feature selection
and a Monte Carlo scoring. In general, constant and quasi
constant items, meaning features with very low entropy (for
example high amount of null values), were eliminated. Furthermore, features with a correlation coefficient of more than
0.95 were removed.

While the two basic scoring approaches generate one observation per parameter set, the Monte Carlo Scoring is generating
500 observations as a consequence of the iterations for each
parameter setting Thereby, statistical tests could be applied
to these iterations. In order to investigate if the accuracy
distribution of training, test and validation sample are significantly different, Friedmans’ ANOVA has been applied
for the 500 observations within the best parameter set for
each classifier of the Monte Carlo Scoring with significance
level of α= .05.[37] In order to investigate if there are significant differences between the accuracy distributions of
the classifiers which is necessary to compare the 5 evaluated classifiers, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis-Test with
significance level of α = .05 has been applied for the best
parameter set.[38, 39] Both statistical tests were performed for
each data preparation schema. All experiments were conducted using RapidMiner toolbox version 5.3.013 (RapidMiner, Cambridge, MA, USA). A PC with 32 cores and 512
GB RAM was used for the analysis.

Basic scoring compared different classifiers for their performance on customer dissatisfaction classification. The
complete feature set was used.
2.5.3 Experimental setup and evaluation
The basic scoring with evolutionary feature selection[35] experiment had the main goal to identify the discriminant features and thus the main indicators for customer dissatisfaction. The feature selection must be fast in calculation to
secure a practical implementation. Therefore, it was performed using a simple decision stump that uses only one
split, therefore being fast and avoiding overfitting.[36] The
initial feature set is randomly generated, whereby each feature set had a feature activation probability of pi = 0.50.
During the next maximum 50 iterations a population of 5
individual feature sets competed for the best classification
accuracy using mutation. Mutation means the random activation and deactivation of features with pm = 1/random of
Published by Sciedu Press

In order to achieve the intended goal of differentiating satisfied from dissatisfied customers during a service visit, a
specific selection of machine learning approaches was chosen. An overview of the most common machine learning techniques can be found in literature.[40, 41] In this
work, the focus is on the following five classifiers based
on the above described design. First, the performance of the
AdaBoost classifier was investigated with Nit ε [10, 20, · · · ,
100] which corresponds to literature findings.[42, 43] Second,
the performance of the kNN classifier was investigated with
number of nearest neighbors [k = 1, 2, · · · , 10]. Third, the
performance of the SVM was investigated using the linear
kernel and fourth, using the RBF kernel. Both SVM classi85
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fiers were investigated with kernel parameter C in the range
[2-5, 2-4, · · · , 25].[44] For the RBF kernel the parameter
space [2-5, 2-4, · · · , 25] was used for γ. Fifth, the performance of the Random Forest[45] was investigated using 10
to 1,000 trees increasing with 10 steps on a quadratic scale
[10, 20, 50, · · · , 1,000]. Each set of free parameters was
evaluated.
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and validation partition are marked. For the results of the
Monte Carlo scoring in Table 4 the standard deviation σ is
given in brackets over all iterations.

Table 2 presents the results for the basic scoring. The SVM
using the RBF kernel was the best performing classifier
for the individual as well as for the aggregated data with
a test and validation accuracy of 77.2% (76.4%) and 88.8%
From the current dataset, a training (0.70), test (0.20) and (88.8%) respectively.
validation (0.10) sample was conducted and the accuracy
for test and validation was reported. For each parameter set, Table 3. Results of basic scoring with feature selection on
individual and aggregated data
the classification rate of the five classifiers was investigated.
Individual data
Aggregated data
For the feature selection approach, the partitioning was per- Classifier
Test Validation
Test Validation
formed after the evolutionary feature selection has been done
AdaBoost
70.0 70.7
83.3 79.3
on the full feature set. Within the Monte Carlo Scoring, the
kNN
55.8 55.9
84.2 80.9
partitioning has been done within each iteration before the
SVM (Linear)
73.2 72.1
78.9 80.7
classification models were applied to the feature set resulting
72.6 74.9
SVM (RBF)
86.1 88.8
from the Monte Carlo iteration.
87.2 82.5
Random Forest 75.0 74.6
Table 2. Results of basic scoring on individual and
aggregated data

Table 3 summarizes the results of the basic scoring with
Individual data
Aggregated data
evolutionary feature selection. Based on the individual data
Classifier
Test Validation
Test Validation
the Random Forrest showed best results with an accuracy
AdaBoost
50.0 68.8
82.9 82.9
of 75.0% for the testing and 74.6% for the validation data.
kNN
57.0 58.0
55.1 54.9
The SVM with RBF kernel performed best for aggregated
SVM (Linear)
72.3 70.8
80.4 81.7
data with an accuracy of 86.1% (88.3%). In order to secure
SVM (RBF)
77.2 76.4
88.8 88.8
the practical application of the feature selection approach, a
Random Forest
75.0 74.7
81.5 78.3
fast computing time is required. Therefore, decision stump
has been applied within the feature selection procedure using
3. R ESULTS
one split. This approach secures the necessary computing
The results of the experimental design are presented in Ta- performance but has the disadvantage that interaction effects
bles 2-4. The classifiers in the tables are sorted in alphabetic of the features are limited to the one split criteria and thereby
order where the classifiers with the highest accuracy in test may decrease the accuracy.

Table 4. Results of Monte Carlo scoring on individual and aggregated data
Classifier
AdaBoost
kNN
SVM (Linear)
SVM (RBF)
Random Forest

Individual data*
Test
66.0 (0.06)
54.6 (0.05)
69.6 (0.04)
75.0 (0.04)
71.2 (0.05)

Validation
66.6 (0.06)
54.5 (0.04)
69.9 (0.03)
72.2 0.03)
71.8 (0.03)

Aggregated data*
Test
79.5 (0.06)
55.0 (0.05)
80.3 (0.04)
84.1 (0.04)
79.9 (0.04)

Validation
79.7 (0.04)
55.6 (0.03)
80.2 (0.03)
83.8 (0.03)
79.8 (0.03)

Note. * Training, test and validation accuracy distributions are significantly different with p < .05 by Friedmans’ ANOVA.

Results for the Monte Carlo scoring are given in Table 4.
The SVM with RBF kernel showed the best classification
results for individual data with an accuracy of 75.0% and
72.2% for test and the validation partition respectively. For
the aggregated dataset, it was also the SVM with RBF kernel
that achieved highest accuracy with 84.1% and 83.3% for
test and validation partition. Both show a standard deviation
86

of the accuracy over all iterations of σ = 0.04 and σ = 0.03.
Results of Friedmans’ ANOVA allow the significant interpretation of the accuracy measures as the null hypothesis could
be rejected that the accuracy distributions over training, test
and validation samples are equal. This is valid for both data
preparation scheme with a p-value of < .05.The results of the
Kruskal-Wallis-Test are as follows: For the individual data,
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the accuracy distribution over the 5 classifiers is significantly
different for the test sample. For the validation sample, there
is no significant difference in the accuracy distribution of the
SVM (RBF) and Random Forest. For the aggregated data,
there is no significant difference in the accuracy distribution
for the test and validation sample of the Random Forest and
AdaBoost, the SVM (Linear) and AdaBoost and the Random
Forest and SVM (Linear). The other accuracy distributions
are significantly different with a p-value of < .05.

produced during a service visit? Overall, the schema that aggregates the service events achieved best results throughout
all experiments. Thereby, the SVM classifier (RBF kernel)
outperformed the other classifiers and showed best results of
88.8% accuracy for test and validation data. Consequently,
dissatisfied customers could be classified based on a service
visit even before the service interaction is ending. Furthermore, the results showed that it is not a single event that
turns a customer from satisfied into dissatisfied but rather the
whole history of experiences the customer had. This is based
Overall, best classification rates with 88.8% for test
on the fact that the aggregation of the service history yielded
and validation were achieved with the basic scoring aphigher classification rates in all modeling approaches.
proach on the aggregated dataset performing the SVM
with a RBF kernel with a parameter set of C = 16, Second research question, can the dissatisfaction indicators
γ = 0.03125 (see Table 2). The second best results with be derived from service process data? This question is ana classification rate of 88.3% were returned by the SVM swered by the results from the experimental design that
using a RBF kernel based on the basic scoring with evolu- achieved results of 86.1% for the test and 88.3% for the
tionary feature selection using the aggregated data with an validation partition based on basic scoring with evolutionary
optimal parameter set of C = 4, γ = 0.03125 (see Table 3). feature selection on aggregated data. Specific features that
The feature selection selected 46 features. Thereby, 23 fea- are highly important for the perceived dissatisfaction of a
tures were selected from the category CHARACS, 15 from customer could be derived. The selected features were inDIAG, 5 from WGS, 2 from RR and 1 feature was selected vestigated in more detail. Most of the features were related
from the category SOURCE.
to technical information from general car characteristics,
warranty and diagnostic data. Furthermore, two features
were related to the category of repeat repair. Based on these
4. D ISCUSSION
findings the potential indicators of dissatisfaction could be
There is a significant cross-industrial need to identify dissat- deduced from the technical data that were created when the
isfied customers, since companies are no longer competing car is still at the dealer. Additionally, repeat repairs in genonly on product quality but even more on a service quality eral are critical events that could be important to identify
level.[46–48] This work showed a method to classify dissatis- customers that may need specific care. This matches to the
fied customers from the automotive industry based on data literature findings that showed repeat repairs to be highly
produced within a service process with a maximum classifi- influential for the perceived satisfaction.[9, 49]
cation rate of 88.8%. Generally, the approach is designed to
secure the practical implication by considering high accuracy Generally, the presented method of linking technical data to
customer perceptions is a novel approach that could be used
and fast computing power as necessary success factors.
in individual business sectors and thus create value for the
The paper contributes to the existing research as it predicts service industry in the future. For instance, the need in the
customers dissatisfaction solely based on objective data. This health care sector has already been identified.[10, 17, 50] With
allows a proactive customer treatment in the future in order the consolidation of diagnostic results with the subjective
to achieve the management target to increase the overall patient expectations, a personalized patient treatment could
customer satisfaction. Furthermore, sustainability to keep be developed. The knowledge about potential dissatisfacsatisfaction high can be achieved once the indicators for tion indicators generates huge business value as it prevents
dissatisfaction could be identified. The complexity of the customer churn and thus reduces reacquisition costs.[6] A
presented data analysis was caused by isolated data sources proactive approach which takes special care of potentially
and the resulting need for consolidation was shown. A step- dissatisfied customers has a very low effect in case of false
wise data consolidation logic to overcome this challenge positives. If satisfied customers are classified as dissatisfied,
was derived and proven for the automotive industry. This the business result will be a more specific treatment. Thus,
methodology is not limited to the car sector but can be trans- only the dissatisfied customers that are not identified have a
ferred to service industries, such as the health care or the real negative impact.
telecommunication sectors.
The presented work answers two research questions. First,
can dissatisfied customers be classified based on data that is
Published by Sciedu Press
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5. S UMMARY AND OUTLOOK
This work provided an approach to answer two important
questions that help the automotive industry to increase the
customer satisfaction and thus securing competitive leads.
Can dissatisfied customers be classified based on data that is
produced during a service visit? Can the dissatisfaction indicators be derived from service process data? In the presented
data analysis procedure, the challenge of combining technical
data from various sources with subjective survey responses
was solved with a specific data consolidation logic. An experimental design consisting of three modeling approaches
combined with two data preparation schemes was performed
to answer the above research questions. The methodology
that classified customer dissatisfaction best was the SVM
classifier with a RBF kernel, which resulted in an accuracy
of 88.8%. The indicators for dissatisfaction were identified within the feature selection experiment and the SVM
with a RBF kernel setup achieved the best results. Knowing
these indicators allows a proactive customer treatment as
dissatisfied customers can directly be identified before the
customer-service interaction is completed. Thus, actions to
increase the satisfaction can be implemented immediately
and secure a competitive advantage.
Furthermore, managerial implications can be derived based
on the dissatisfaction indicators that have been identified by
the evolutionary feature selection. In total, 46 indicators
that have a high influence on dissatisfaction were identified.
Most of them are related to car characteristics, such as the car
model. Thereby, individual customer treatment campaigns
can be designed according to this information. Additionally,
21 indicators were related to technical processes (diagnostics,
warranty and data source information). Management can use
this information to optimize the internal technical processes
as these have a significant influence on the perceived service quality. Furthermore, these technical indicators need to
be analyzed in detail in order to avoid service failures. Repeat repairs can be one of these service failures. They were
identified as a main dissatisfaction indicator. Management
should develop campaigns to reduce the rate of repeat repairs,
especially the customer perceived ones. Therefore, a transparent and detailed explanation of the conducted work by the
service advisors may be one opportunity. In general, the management of the automotive industry can benefit significantly
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